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ECONOMIC INTEGRATION PERFORMANCB OF
SELECTED EAST ASIAN AND PACIFIC COUNTRIES'

Edward Nissan
)epartment of Economics, Box 5072 Southern Station, University of Southern Mississippi,
:-raniesburg, MS 39406, USA.

{BSTRACT A composite index rates and ranks twelve East Asian and Pacific countries
\ustralia, China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand, The

?rrlippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand), and Canada and the United States for economic
:.tegration for two categories. The categories are the speed of integration derived from
::.anses between the early 1980s and the early 1990s, and the initial level of integration
::rired from initial values in the 1980s. The indicators used are real trade as a share of
:DP. Institutional Investor rating, FDI as a share of GDP, and manufacturing export as a

,:are of GDP. For the speed of integration index, Singapore ranked first and Australia
-,nked last, while for the initial level of integration index, Singapore again ranked first but
. :re Philippines ranked last.

1. INTRODUCTION

Global integration is understood to mean a process in which national cultures,
:.ational economies and national borders are dissolving (Hirst and Thompson,
.996). This concept grew out of the experience in recent years of ease of travel,
:ase of communication and falling cost of telephone communication, all making
jistance irrelevant. The prevalence and relatively inexpensive access to the
ntormation superhighway, electronic communication and the internet enable
:eople almost everywhere to participate in common educational, cultural and

=rtistic pursuits. Added to these are the availability of hundreds of choices of
:able-TV channels and the introduction of products and new clothing fashions.
\\ hat emerges is a perception of somewhat worldwide commonalify of tastes in
:lrusic, dress and even perhaps behaviour, all of which are consequences of the
:']crease in international trade in recent decades.

The purpose of this article is to rate and rank 12 East Asian and Pacific
:.runtries and the United States and Canada according to their degree of integration
-sing data on economic and institutional indicator variables obtained from The
\\'orld Bank. The World Bank (1996a) classifies East Asian and Pacific countries
:r income as follows:

The author wishes to thank two anonymous referees for useful comments and suggestions
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Low lncome N. Mariana Islands High Income: O['- ]
Cambodia Papua New-Guinea Australia "

China / Philippines / Japan /
Lao PDR Solomon Islands Nerv Zeal::: '

Mongolia Thailand / High Income: \ -- : 1

Myanmar Tonga Brunei

Vietnam Vanuatu French Pci":r., -

Lower-Middle Income Western Samoa Guam

FUi Upper-Middle lncome Hong Kong v

Indonesia / American Samoa Korea, Rep v

Kiribati Mala-vsia / Macao

Korea, Dem. Rep.

Marshall Islands

Micronesia. Fed. States

New Caledor..
Singapore r'
I ar\.tan v

The 12 East Asian and Pacific countries included in this stttdy are rl'.:r. : -

The United States and Canada \\'ere added because of their irttF --- -- il

trading with the 12 selected East Asian Countries. The aim is to prorid= - :-:*lil

for convergence of performance for integration arrd to pick the least srlJ - : - ';i

integrated among them. East Asian countries constitute a neighbourht'.-: -:-- -.tr

of close spatial association r.vhich. according to the World Bank (1993. p - -.y.

Some economic characteristics that set them apaft from most other c; : - 'r1.

economies.'' They are also members of the Asian Pacific Economic C- ..-- rr

(APEC) u,hich cooperates on issues relating to trade liberalisatiort. i: . .

macroeconomic stability and government policies. Therefore, it is of i: .-,
compare them as a "club" for a key'characteristic, namely the degree of ir.:=--- n

as a group, to the rest of the world.

2. OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS OF ECONOMIC INTEGR{TICI\

On the virtue side of arguments, global econonlic integration is ttnder.: -

be a process by n'hich international trade and finance accelerate. The:- -,
enhances increased participation in the rvorld econom), providing such be:. j' ,ry

improved resource allocation, achievement of high standards of et:l: =-.
advantages of international capital markets, tvider options for consum.-r --..,,

exposure to new technologies. For example. Gavin and Hausmann ( l 996 ) p!- : : -i
that in perfectly integrated world financial markets, capital rnigrates to area: . - :':
the return is relatively high after adjusting for risk. Migration of capital : - - -""

areas, where capital is relativell'scarce. u'ould lead to convergence ol;': -
labour ratios. Fufthermore, an integrated global financial market tai '- .

opportunities for inter-national diversification which is parlicularly impon.-'
small economies as they tend to possess less diversified resources than .-:l
economies.

While global economic integration is deemed beneficial, early on. as lv{ali:. . : -.-
(1985) has warned, disruptions in the international economic environntenl --
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"-.: instability. Pressures from instability can lead to protectionism, favoured by
- -: businessmen because of acute foreign competition and by citizens fearing
;-r-tltr\'ffrent. Lal (1985) echoes the fear expressed by Malinvaud in pointing out
:c ::::sures for protectionist actions in Europe and Norlh America which, along
,r "-- rtr--rr€ restrictions on impofts of goods such as textiles, clothing, and steel,

;iii;.-:<: difficulties for many developing countries in meeting their indebtedness
,- -::rons in the 1980s.

r; Burtless (1995) indicated upon reviewing the literature on international
:-!:. :nd earning inequality, even though the overwhelming majority of
:r- - :ists remain committed to the principle of free trade, sizeable losses in
rii* : '. nent are suffered by less-skilled workers in the developed countries as a
? - - --i manufactured imports from developing countries. The beneficiaries are

''!, - .;":rkers in developing countries. Haass and Litan (1998) confirm that job
" *: increasing income inequality and stagnation of real wages created

r ! -:.:rt in the United States which was blamed on globalisation.
: -':uati (1998) warns against equating capital mobility with free trade,

:rx ---i i-rut that capital flows are controlled by panics and manias which can
rn"-r -:nsiderable economic difficulty. Wood (1994) argues that the rise in

rur- -: :;requality and high rates of joblessness in Western Europe and Norlh
*.-:- -.;an be explained by the growth of manufacturing exports from the newly
'mfril-.i- 

=,rsing economies. Finally, Burtless et al (1998) observe that objections to

u -: :::i.-\n are raised by environmentalists critical of low standards for
nr" :-- :r rrf the environment and human right activists criticalof child and prison

ilrr---: :rt-rLlr in some developing countries.

; r - ']\O\{IC INTEGRATION AND GLOBAL CONVERGENCE IN
I TTT ASIAN COUNTRIES

' .:ll knor.vn that many of the most successful developing countries in the

rfli - .:alisation of the last three decades have been countries located in East
a; - '. ::-.ugh East Asia enjoyed some cultural and historical advantages which
lrll: -r: :-: .e their success, other factors played key roles. Explanations of their
ii,iirL - : . : :esides high rates of savings and investment, invariably include an

r;-,..-:---riented, market-based economic policy associated at the same time with
rr - : , ',r hich emphasise education, health care and reduction in income

ru:- ..: l. among their people (World Bank, 1993). Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia,
*:i: :.. Hong Kong and The Philippines, for example, made large

l-:: - .:rents in industrial and agricultural production, education, health,

rrri,.ir'- -.;onsumption and exports. Consequently, per-capita incomes of some of
rlillrrrrilll*; - --:::es approached the levels of some advanced industrialised countries.

': ':-.:kable growth of East Asian countries encountered some financial
$mmurr-" - .',e 1997. The experience resembles sirnilar downturns in Chile during

"r;t - - ' l. and in Mexico during 1994-1995. Such setbacks are blamed
'l ..*

rii:iii, - !'-: rn uithdrar,val of foreign funds and decline in asset values. But such
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difficulties are brushed aside by Thurow (1998) as ternporary and intr::':
capitalism. Thurow provides many distant and relatively recent parallels in : .- -
to shorv that the economic instability in East Asia is not a unique incide:: '::

explanations of East Asia's economic difficulties are many. ln parlicLrlar. \'1: :-
(1998) and Kregel (1998) provide explanatiotrs based on Minsky (19-1. --'
1982). The gist of Minsky's argument is "the economics of euphoria

accordingto Mayer describes 
"vell 

the phenomenon knorvn as the "Asiar ltltr:- :
The euphoria is the willingness to take undesirable chances to finance inr esl::. -

The suppliers of financial resources are caught in the same expectational . -r-.
as those that demand the resources. The ensuing structures of financial liah: '.
are tied up to cash flows from prodLrction. Financial instability takes place'.'--
third-parfy bystanders, because of turmoil in the financial market, suft'er :- -
abrupt withdrawal of financial resoLlrces.

Convergence, a widely used cottccpt in economics, pertains primarill tr- r'' -

economies catching up with richer econonties in per capita income (Quah. .i*-
According to Sala-i-Martin ( 1996) the classical approach to cotl\ 8r::- -:
attempted to answer such questions as whether poor economies would renlain :'.' -

for long periods of time, or whether rich economies would remain rich in :-.
foreseeable future, or whether income inequality across economies become la::=-

or narrower over time. Tools devised to rneasure convergence for the class.:.

approach rely on measures known as the absolute B-convergettce which is b"'=:
on regression methodology, and o-convergellce lvhich is based on disper. -

methodology.
Other competing hypotheses of convergence as pointed out b,v Galor ( 1996 ' '-.

the conditional p-convergence and the club convergence. In the fortner ca..
countries with identical structural characteristics such as preferences, technolrrg:;'

rates of population growth and government policies. converge to one another c"=-

time irrespective of their initial conditions. In the latter case, countries conlerse:
one another provided that their initial conditions are the same.

In a broader sense, as Doyle (1997) and O'Leary (1997) have dt^::
convergence means a process b1'rvhich econornic variables other than income ic: .
group ofcountries display narrow dispersion (o-convergence). For the case of E".:
Asian countries in this study, the interest in cotrvergence relates to variables sLi.:

as free trade, transfer of technologv, and access to foreign investment u he:=

collectively they may constitute economic integration.

4. THE CHOICE OF INDICATOR VARIABLES

A comparison of economic integration anlong a selected group of cottntrie:

requires standards which can position the countries on a scale. Global economi;
integration is understood to mean the increase in econoinic transactiotrs t:
residents of one country r.vith residents of other countries. The World Bank (1998

recognising, as indicated earlier in this paper, w'hetlier integration is an opportunin
or a danger or whether it is a strategic choice or inevitable consequence ot
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llEltr: --:ical change, feels that it is important to assess countries for their global
liitlrnrru,,.-. l.-, help shape development strategies.

-:: ',\ 31ld Bank also recognises that such an assessment of integration depends
lttltrr - .r is measured. The World Bank contends that the main approaches to
llllnullrr --:rlent rely on evaluation of barriers to integration or the outcomes of
rtmu;-n: -'n. Some useful indicators for the former are average tariffs, nontariff
]lffi*c-:. :nd capital controls. However, because of a variety of weaknesses of data
Imrun:: I.-\ barriers, The World Bank prefers the outcomes of integration
rttnru,-::,:s Here again, there are alternative indicators. Among these are indicators
'ilm!iliu::: :-' trade such as import volume and export and import values, and others
rdrllu::-..:-. finance such as FDI, portfolio investment, and bank and trade-related
l{Mlillln - 

_:i " -.-.:s purpose, the staff of the World Bank (1996a) devised fwo indexes
'firolNff - :he outcome of integration: (1) the speed of integration index which was
lmn :-r ::,-.m changes between the early 1980s and the early 1990s, and (2) the
rllilnrrti:.,i ='.el of integration index which was derived from initial values in the
'rmilllf , .:.e tuo indexes rate and rank some 115 countries which are at various
liiff"{ir : ::'-'nomic development for global economic integration (e.g. participation
ittr te -:ernational markets for goods, services, capital and labour). The two
llnilu1trlr:: :..-ride contrasting and complimentary information. Thus, while indexes
Ifim1ilr: - :tanges (growth) according to Hall and Jones (1997), depict "transition
iltltnr sl;li- ::." the index for the levels depicts the economic and institutional
r@rn - --3:tt The index for the speed of integration as suggested by the World
i$ulrr, ,,, -ies four indicator variables denoted by X6 i: 1,..,4'.

-:nge in real trade as a share ofGDP 1980-1983 to 1990-1993,

.:nqe in Institutional Investor rating 1983-1985 to 1993-1995,

-:nge in FDI as a share of GDP 1980-1982 to 1990-1992, and

:nse in manufacturing export share 1981-1983 to 1991-1993,

:der for the initial level of integration includes four indicator variables

:. ).l=7,..,4:
:ulation-adjusted trade ratio, 1981-1983,

.:itutional Investor rating, 198 l-l 983,

JI as a share of purchasing power parity (PPP) GDP, 1981-1983, and

-,:.utacturing export share, 1 98 I -l 983.

': ,..:bols X1 and I; used above are meant to distinguish between change

nrlririi,-. ' - ..riables (X) and initial variables (I',).
": '. -: indicator variables, which are trade as a share of GDP; institutional

lttilrrril(ir, i ' -.:ing: FDI as a share of GDP; and manufacturing export share, were
llrouui'-rr :', :he World Bank as appropriate direct and indirect (proxy) measures for
i:inr ril r. -: :he outcome of global economic integration. Ratio of trade to GDP
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provides a direct measure of competition and price allocation effects. Accr.:: --
Slaughter (1997), when countries exchange goods, factors and ideas, the i: :
convergence accelerates.

Free trade in goods equalises prices; flows of factors lead to con!'erg-::: -

endowments and factorprices; and flows of technology can lead to converge::: -

factor prices also. Credit worthiness provides an indirect measure of ac;=,. :

international capital markets. A fall in worthiness for a country ma\ :---:--
macroeconomic instability, excessive adverse terms of trade, political uncen: -- 3

and civil strife. Capital inflows and especially FDI have the potential for di::-, --
technology and skill. The inflows to East Asian countries according to the \i.-*
Bank (1996b) were initially in the form of official lending, follos.:
commercial bank lending with government guarantees, and in recent years. p: . 3:j

sources without government guarantees. Finally, the share of manufactur.-: -
export is employed as an indirect measure for a country's capability to a:.:*
technologies and to produce at world standards.

5. MEASUREMBNT ISSUBS

The use of separate indicators to assess economic integration among East -.. "-

countries can be complemented by composite measures. Kolm (1971), Atk.-..
and Bourguignon (1982) and Ram (1982) have shown that composite in;-.=
makecomparisonseasier'ThecompositeindexusedbytheWorldBar'
construct the speed and initial level of integration employs a common s;: --
device of the indicators bv means of the transformation

z,=(x,-x)ls

where x1 is actual observation, -tr, is the mean and s is the standard deviation l'
variable Z has a mean equal to zero and a standard deviation equal to one :
index "1" is obtained as the sum of the negative and positive deviations z, (Si,- -_

1979). Therefore, values of the index itself may be negative, positive or zero l-
aspect makes the index somewhat difficult to deal with arithmeticallr .-

conceptually. Also, it should be added that the point of reference is the mean c: .
1 l5 countries.

In order to construct an index which uses the same indicator variables o: ---

World Bank but includes only the East Asian countries, an alternative derice .,
constructing the index is proposed. The major differences between the World B.-
index and the proposed index is that (l) the comparison among East As "
countries is made to a leader (hypothesised country) which constitutes the :.;,
scores of the variables. This aspect allows the perception of a convergence to\\::
a goal and (2) the resulting index is a metric measure which allows statisr:.
comparisons.

The device to construct the speed and initial level indexes for the East As .
countries is based on the concept of distance. Assume that one desires an inde:, :
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::;sration in order to rate and rank n : 14 countries according to j : 4 economic
:::;ator variables as outlined in the introduction. To treat variables equally in the
-. -struction of the index, raw data are transformed into standard scores by letting

Zr= (Xr- f ,* 35,)/6,5,'l = l'"" 14' (2)

r -:ie r, and s, are the mean and the standard deviation of the observations of
".:;i,1r/ : 1,..,4.The 21, transforms an observation of country i for variableT into
i-:"--.lardised units between zero and one.

lhe transformation

Zr= (Xr- I,* 35,)/65, (3)

TTi..3s the data for each indicator variable fall usually between zero and one.
- .'i\tr, d transformation of an outlier may take values outside the boundaries

.>. To show that zllfalls between zero and one, an appeal is made to the use of
iF -rprox'mation for a normal distribution. Thus, for a variable Xwith mean py
s : s:andard deviation o.y, then according to (Rohatgi, 1984, p. 424),

-r ,-io.r< X - p.r'< 3o.y) -1.

;. :: :.s 3o, to each side of the inequality, the result is

,: rJ < X-p.t* 3or.< 6o.r) -1 .

" ::ng each side by 6o 1.,

: ,_t < (X-ps.+ 3o.\) / 6oy <1) = | .

t -. ..'. replacing ly and o.v by their sample estimates / and .s/ gives for zu as

i'-:l above,

t -v{irt< 
1)=1.

::ler is constructed as the ft : 4-dimensional distance d (2,,, 211,) for
'-.:-. :Iion 2,, from a reference poinL z1l, given by

- 2,,)')''', i = 1,2,"',t4'

-: ::.rposed distance irrdex d of equation (4) is the farniliar Euclidean distance
-r- ..-n nro points (2,,, Z,t) in a four dimensional space satisfoing the four axioms

-:::ic space (Green and Heller, 1981). The reference points 214 are the
:i"-,' rlrations by the equation of the best value in the distribution. Note that the

;: the index score of a country, the closer the country is to the reference poinl, vr o vuurlLlJ, rrr9 vruJvr Lrru vvullLlJ lJ LU tlt9 rgrltglrua pulllt

i' : .:erefore, the higher is the rank of the country. Note that the point of
-- i- +1.^ l^^-+ i^ +L^ ^^,-^l^ -^+L^- +L^- +L^ 

-^^-
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:-:-:rJ€ is the best in the sample rather than the mean.
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6. RATING AND RANKING SELECTED EAST ASIAN AND PACIFIC
COUNTRIES

The reference four-dimensional point for the index of speed of integrati--
this study is drawn from the best values of the changes between the earh .! '
and the early 1990s of the four variables in the composite index. Hong Konr ,:
the highest change in real trade ratio (19.10); Korea had the highest change ii'--r
Institutional Investor rating (1.30); Singapore had the highest change in FDI .. :
share of GDP (0.367) while Thailand had the highest change in manufactu: --
export share (3.83). Therefore, the 4-dimensional reference point (the hypothes .=:
country) is (19.10, 1.30,0.367.3.83), which is standardised by equation (lr -'
(21r, 26z, Zt,s, Zrr): (0.9810,0.7956, 1.029'1,0.7661) in equation (4). For the ir-.::
of initial level of integration, the best values were scored by Singapore for tr=::
ratio, the United States for Institutional Investor rating. Singapore for FDI. " :
Japan for manufacturing export share resulting in a 4-dimensional point (lgi -

91.23,8.80,96.71) which is transformed in equation (4) to (2e1, Zx2, Z6j, Z -

(1.0554, 0.1413, 1.0465, 0.7199).
Table 1 provides summary information on the changes in the four indic":.'

variables as well as the inder. Among the 14 countries, Singapore is ranked :-:,'
by the index with the minimum score of 0.408 and Australia ranked last u ir: .
score of 1.085. This is understandable because Australia is among the adran;::
economies; similarly, the United States ranked l2 and New Zealand ranked 13 :-:
Japan ranked 11. The mean and the standard deviation of the 14 countries are =

0.863 and Sa = 0.172, respectively. Column 1 of Table 1 contains the perc.--
change in real trade as share of GDP, Column 4 contains the change
Institutional Investor rating, Column 7 shows percentage change in FDI as a sh::=
of GDP, and Column 10 lists percent change in manufacturing expoft sha:=

Highlighted also in Table I are the rankings of the countries for the four variabl.,
as well as the index shor.r'n in Columns (2), (5), (8), (11) and (i4).

Also of interest is whether the observations on the specific countries for ri.
indicators as well as the index differ significantly from their means. If the t-re::
rejects the hypothesis of equality with the mean, a "*" is placed next to th:
observation for a I 0 percent (one sided) significance level or better. For the chans.
in trade as a share of GDP (d), Hong Kong and Singapore. u,hich ranked first ar::
second, were the only two countries lvith positive and statistically significant :-

values. For X2 (change in Institutional Investor rating), Korea, Thailand ar:
Tairvan. r.vith the respective ranks 1 , 2 and 3. scored positive and significant :-

values while Australia, ranked 14th, had a negative significance.
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By observing in Table 1 the "CV," the coefficient of variation (obtainec :
dividing the standard deviation by the mean) which is used as a measure -

convergence (O'Leary, 1997), the indicator with the largest variability (divergen-.
among the l4 countries is X2 (change in Institutional Investor rating). Ktrr;.
Thailand and Taiwan showed the largest improvernent at one end while Austr: .
showed the largest decline at the other end. The second largest coefficient -

variation is for -Y; (change in FDI as a share of GDP) rvith the greatest dispa: :-

observed for Singapore. The smallest coefficient of variation is for -Y1 (change -

manufacturing export share), indicating a tendency for convergence more than:-.
other variables.

Table 2 provides a sin,ilar surnmary of the index as well as the indica:-'
variables for the initial level of integration. The largest index value (rated lasl .

attained by The Philippines, rvhile Singapore attained the smallest value (rat::
first). Note here the ranks of Australia, the United States and.lapan with ranks -. :
and 5, which are among the highest. This is also understandable because the.=

countries are advanced economies and, therefore, well situated initialll i. -

economic integration. The largest coefficient of variation was for I'3 follose:
closely by Y,. The least was for I',,. Remembering that the smallest distances ue:=

closest to the chosen reference point, the ordering of the distance in Column ( 1:

suggests that Singapore led in the initial level of integration as well as the speed .:
integration. On the other hand, 1'he Philippines replaced ALrstralia for the las:

position.
Singapore was the only country which had a statistically significant /-value i-:

),7 (population-adjusted trade ratio). The United States had the highest and nr..-.:

statistically significant Institutional Investor rating (97.23) while The Philippine '
had the lowest statistically significant rating (40.00). Singapore is the only countn'

that showed statistical significance for Ii (FDI as a share of GDP), while Indonesi:
had a negative l-value for significance for manufacturing export share (Iy).

Other comparisons are possible, such as determining whether the top rankei
countrybythe index in Table l, Singapore (d7), differs significantly from Thailanc
ranked second (dr) A one sided /-test given bv:

,, =d+4 t= ,u.u19 - 1a1 - 
-!!L 

= 
' 
r, (5 rJ2s,, vz(otlz) 0213

indicates the difference is not statistically significant at the 5 percent significance
level which requires / (.05, n-l): I (.05. 13): 1.771. Here 56 is the standard

deviation for all countries from Table L A similar question for significance
between the top rated Singapore (d7) and the last rated Australia in Table I gives:

t1= lo.+oa - r .os: 0 6'7'l
I tl

- n.ll
0 .243

which is significant.
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Similarly for the initial level of integration index (Table 2), the countn r::::
second, Hong Kong, with an index value of 0.802 shows statistical signific" -"
when compared with first ranked Singapore, and its index value of 0.280. In c:--,=

words, Singapore was the exception among them all. This observation can als; :r
validated by comparing as a benchmark Hong Kong (rated second) and its ir.::
value of 0.803 with The Philippines (rated last) and its index value of 1.079. Ii:-:
l4:0.143 indicating no statistical significance between the country ranked se.,-,:
and the country ranked fourteenth.

Because the speed of integration index (Table 1) is derived from changes ir. --',--

four integration variables between the early 1980s and the early 1990s rather:.-.-
the levels of those variables (Table 2), it is of interest to find out whether these :..

classifications are somehow related (dependent) or whether they are unrel::::
(independent). To test for mutual independence between the four indic.: '
variables as well as the index for the speed of integration (Table 1) and initial l:.:
of integration (Table 2), the Spearman rank correlation r. and Kendall's Tau t r--'
correlation (Conover, 1980, pp.254-258) as well as the Pearson correlation r:-.
chosen as the most appropriate because the data consist of observations occur: -:
in pairs. There are a variety of statistical tests for independence such as the C - -

Square and the Cochrona's test for related observations in contingency tab.:,
However, for bivariate observations occurring in pairs, the most commonlr u.::
tests are the Spearman, the Kendall and the Pearson, all of which are based on:-.
concept of correlation betr.veen the pairs. In general. measures of dependence :=

on covariance and correlation (Box, Hunter and Hunter, 19781Rohatgi, 1984).

Let

X,: an observation from Table 1 for country l. and

11: a corresponding observation from Table 2.

The Spearman rank correlation coefficient is

r,: 1- (67/n (n2 - 1))

where

T = [rlR 6) - R (Y)J: !

and where R (X) and R (Y) are the ranks of the variables under consideration. T:.
Kendall's Tau (t) is obtained by

x : (A'. - IV,t) / (n (n-l) /2)

where N, and l{,1 dre the number of concordant and discordant pairs -'
observations. The test for significance for r. and r are obtained from Concr.-
(1980), Tables A10 and Al2. while for the Pearson correlation coefficiei:,
significance is tested (Hawkins and Weber, 1980, p. 536) by

t:rl(n-2)l(t-r'))l'
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::d compared fbr significance level o with t (a12, n-2). The correlation results (for
' : and r) are

l:ade: r,:0.424*.
.-..titutionallnvestor: r,:-0.574*,
- DI: r, : 0.016.
\lenufacturing Export: r,: -0.745*,
.: ier: r,: 0.147 .

r:0.297*, r:0.598*,
r:-0.429*, r=-0.587*,
t:0.044, r:0.838*,
r:_0.626*, r=-0.754*,
t : 0.066. r: 0.636*.

Significance at the 5 percent level or better (indicated by "*") were in
i-::eement for r, and t. All coefficients of the Pearson correlation r were

' rit-lcant. Note that the correlation coefficients for institutional investor rating
:--l the manufacturing export variables were negative. This indicates that there
*.s a tendency for the smaller values of Xto be paired with the larger values of I
- iice versa. The non-significance of the coefficients for FDI as well as the index

-i.:s r, and t indicates that X and )'are independent. In other words, a favourable
:,.::tion of a country for FDI or a favourable position of a country at the index
-::allr did not guarantee a favourable position in the speed of integration. Also,
-:::tutional investor rating and manufacturing expoft had the opposite effects.

. SI-'MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

frrs paper proposed the use of a composite index to measure how the
:'- :...mies of selected East Asian countries were converging relative to each other
- ::eir performance for economic integration with the rest of the world. Included
::iis index are four variables: trade, institutional investor rating, foreign
: -:stic investment, and manufacturing export. Speed of integration and initial
c'. -. ..f integration were the two categories by which the countries were rated. The
-rfrr rri integration index was derived frorn changes in the variables between the
:.-'. .980s and the early 1990s, while the initial level of integration index was

ic- .3J tiom the levels of these variables in the early 1980s.
. :;e the majority of these countries started with high levels for the four

-:::.rtion l'ariables, it was expected that no significant differences would exist
r: -: thern. The overall finding, horvever, rvas that Singapore was an exception
-i::: tirst) for both indexes and the rating u,as highly significant as compared to
-,ri: rther countries.

I -.: selected E,ast Asian countries were among the most economically
,:c::.sful in the past three decades, and exhibited common ingredients for
:- -,nic growth. These included capital and human investment, high levels of
''r-,-:ral savings, productivity improvernent in agriculture and industry,
: ,.::i:nent intervention to foster development, and sensible macroeconomic
:r.r--::ement among many other factors (The World Bank, 1993). These common

-r;-.-:eristics which fostered exceptional development may confer on this group

- -ltries the description of a "club," and, therefore, club convergence (Galor,
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